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SUMMARY The explosive growth of the usage along with a greater di-
versification of communication technologies and applications imposes the
Internet to manage further scalability and diversity, requiring more adap-
tive and flexible sharing schemes of network resources. Especially when
a number of large-scale distributed applications concurrently share the re-
source, eﬃcacy of comprehensive usage of network, computation, and stor-
age resources is needed from the viewpoint of information processing per-
formance. Therefore, a reconsideration of the coordination and partitioning
of functions between networks (providers) and applications (users) has be-
come a recent research topic. In this paper, we first address the need and
discuss the feasibility of adaptive network services by introducing special
processing nodes inside the network. Then, a design and an implementa-
tion of an advanced relay node platform are presented, by which we can
easily prototype and test a variety of advanced in-network processing on
Linux and oﬀ-the-shelf PCs. A key feature of the proposed platform is
that integration between kernel and userland spaces enables to easily and
quickly develop various advanced relay processing. Finally, on the top
of the advanced relay node platform, we implement and test an adaptive
packet compression scheme that we previously proposed. The experimen-
tal results show the feasibility of both the developed platform and the pro-
posed adaptive packet compression.
key words: adaptive network services, advanced relay node platform,
advanced relay processing, provider-managed overlay networks, adaptive
packet compression scheme
1. Introduction
Due to explosive growth of Internet usage along with a
greater diversification of communication technologies and
applications [2], the Internet is currently facing serious prob-
lems [3] and approaching a turning point. In particular,
the Internet is required to achieve large-scale broadband
communication, diversifying communication, and harmony
with human society and activities. However, the current
Internet and TCP/IP protocol suites cannot precisely meet
these requirements, which lead to a degradation of com-
munication performance and reliability as well as serious
security problems and an increase in network management
costs. To address these issues, the Internet must meet the
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following requirements: (1) dynamic resource optimiza-
tion by distributed controls, especially adaptive resource
allocation taking advantage of diversifying environments,
(2) appropriate interaction and interfaces between networks
and human society, and (3) flexible, eﬃcient, and sustain-
able architectures and frameworks to adapt for future en-
vironments. Therefore, the relationship between networks
(providers) and applications (users) has been reconsidered
and discussed in various projects [4]–[6].
Regarding diverse environments, TCP/IP had attained
success as a global communication infrastructure among a
wide variety of applications by hiding diversification. This
is known as the Internet hourglass model [7]. However, in
situations where the implicit assumption on TCP/IP is not
satisfied, cross-layer approaches are used to solve perfor-
mance degradation issues. To deal with these issues com-
prehensively, schemes taking advantage of diversification
are required in cooperation between networks (routers, mid-
dlebox, resource management servers) and users (terminals,
applications) such as Refs. [8]–[10]. In general, traﬃc con-
trol inside networks can adapt to the diversity of networks,
can react depending on the network situation, and can pro-
vide priority and/or fairness controls among users. On the
other hand, traﬃc control by end hosts can adapt to the di-
versity of terminals and applications, can react to their sit-
uations, and can predict and control data transmission. By
taking advantage of these diverse environments, distributed
control schemes for hierarchical network structures must be
achieved.
In this direction, application-layer overlay networks
have emerged as a means to add newly required functions
to underlay networks, i.e., IP networks, which can provide
the transfer of data via other overlay nodes, even if the data
can be transferred by underlay networks directly. In overlay
networks, applications transfer data via application nodes
located at the edge of an underlay network, i.e., Internet ser-
vice provider (ISP) network, hence they may cause negative
eﬀects on underlay networks and applications themselves if
the applications do not consider underlay information (rout-
ing, link bandwidth, congestion degree). Furthermore, ap-
plications are fundamentally greedy and selfish, so the opti-
mization and adjustment of massive numbers of applications
are diﬃcult. To solve these issues, several schemes have
been studied to control the behavior of applications [8]–[15].
However, to meet the diversifying needs of applications and
users, networks themselves must be fundamentally changed
and sophisticated.
Copyright c© 2013 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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To achieve eﬃcient network-resource utilization inside
networks, which requires the dynamic resource optimiza-
tion addressed at the beginning of this section, we consider
that conventional simple packet-relay processing at interme-
diate nodes must be reconsidered, and advanced relay pro-
cessing that adapts to the network’s status is needed. Fu-
ture networks will contain various types of heterogeneous
networks, including virtual overlay networks using net-
work virtualization technologies [16]–[18], wireless mesh
backbone networks using a variety of high-speed wireless
technologies [19], [20], and wireless sensor networks [21].
Therefore, networks need to be adaptive, and relay process-
ing needs to adapt to such networks. In general, traﬃc con-
trol inside networks can be more timely, fine-grained, and
globally optimal than traﬃc control on an end-to-end basis,
although network-internal control may be costly to imple-
ment. If applications can improve their performance by the
use of advanced relay processing, they can obtain an incen-
tive to cooperate with such networks.
In this paper, we first discuss the need and feasibil-
ity of flexible and adaptive network services by introduc-
ing in-network processing nodes inside the network, as a
background of our research direction. Then, we design an
advanced relay node platform for the purpose to experimen-
tally evaluate the feasibility of diverse adaptive network ser-
vices. A key feature of the proposed platform is that inte-
gration between kernel and userland spaces enables to eas-
ily develop various adaptive network services with advanced
relay processing at a userland space using related informa-
tion in a kernel space. As an example of adaptive network
services, using the advanced relay node platform, we show
the feasibility of the adaptive packet compression scheme
proven to be eﬀective in the previous study [22].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes advanced relay and its related work.
Section 3 explains provider-managed overlay. Section 4
mentions advanced relay nodes. Section 5 shows our ex-
perimental evaluation. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes by briefly
summarizing the main points.
2. Advanced Relay
Networks, meaning horizontal (spatial) networks, are re-
sponsible for relaying information data (i.e., transferring
IP packets in the Internet) in general, but relay functions
have a wide variety of objectives and utilities. Basically, re-
lay functions are performed to transmit data between two
nodes. However, in some cases, relay functions include
data transmission between two nodes that cannot communi-
cate with each other, and multiple address resolution such
as route selection by hop-by-hop transmission. On the
other hand, to achieve eﬃcient information exchange and
sharing, relay functions are applied to traﬃc engineering,
eﬃcient one-to-many or many-to-many data transmission,
flow and retransmission control in hop-by-hop transmission
on unstable links, coding or transcoding in data transmis-
sion, data cache, and anonymity protection. These func-
tions can be assumed to be technologies that use not only
network resources but also computational and storage re-
sources aggressively for performance improvement and ef-
ficient network-resource utilization. In IP networks, IP
routers only provide simple functions of data transmission,
so relay functions on applications have been considered for
achieving diverse relay.
In RFC3234 [23], middleboxes are presented as relay
nodes with additional functions for special purposes. They
are defined as any intermediary device performing functions
other than the normal, standard functions of an IP router
on the datagram path between a source host and destination
host. Furthermore, they are general frameworks including
network address translation (NAT), firewalls, encryption,
IP tunneling, transport or application gateways, TCP per-
formance enhanced proxies, detour path selection for load
balancing, session initiation protocol servers, transcoders,
HTTP proxies, HTTP caches, and application layer multi-
cast. Special nodes that can provide functions in this ex-
ample are used for special purposes and located in special
places. For example, NAT technologies are used for trans-
lating a single global IP address into multiple private IP ad-
dresses (vice versa) and located in edge of private networks.
For more sophisticated approach, an advanced content dis-
tribution network has been proposed [24], which provides
path optimization, packet loss reduction, transport proto-
col optimization, and application optimization using over-
lay networks constructed by their middleboxes. Note that,
however, most widely used middleboxes are introduced for
limited objectives in limited locations.
For future direction, through reconsideration of the In-
ternet, also known as the future Internet or new genera-
tion networks (NwGNs), network virtualization technolo-
gies have been emerged [18], [25]–[28]. Reference [17] has
mentioned six design goals of network virtualization tech-
nologies. The goals includes programmability, which is
a main focus of the proposed platform. The network vir-
tualization technologies enable network service providers
(NSPs), which provide adaptive network services operated
by ISPs or other trusted organizations, to construct multiple
logical networks on their physical networks flexibly.
For additional functions inside networks, many re-
searchers aim to make intermediate nodes fundamentally
sophisticated. They expect that developers can customize
networks and install special functions freely. In this
context, several approaches aiming to similar goals have
been proposed as follows. New paradigms called ac-
tive/programmable networks have been proposed and stud-
ied [29]. Reference [29] defines an active network such that
individuals can inject programs into the network, thereby
tailoring the node processing to be user- and application-
specific. Moreover, a flexible and configurable router named
Click router has been considered [30], [31], which provides
functions in terms of packet scheduling, dropping policy,
classifier, and rewriting header information as its basic func-
tions. A flexible flow-based switch named OpenFlow switch
has been developed [32]–[34], which enables to determine
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route for a flow using a detailed filtering rule. A pro-
grammable overlay router has been considered [35], which
provides applications (especially peer-to-peer applications)
with commonly used functions inside network such as dis-
tributed hash table, caching, etc. In all the approaches, de-
velopers can customize behaviors of routers and switches
although methodologies are diﬀerent. These routers includ-
ing switches are important elements to customize networks.
The proposed platform also aims to sophisticate net-
works in the same direction. The proposed platform can be
classified as a kind of middleboxes and active network tech-
nologies because the proposed platform helps developers to
customize behaviors of routers for in-network processing.
Furthermore, the proposed platform can be used in network
virtualization environment as well as Click router, Open-
Flow switch, and the programmable overlay router. Regard-
ing technical details, we will present a comparison of the
proposed platform with Click router, OpenFlow switch, and
the programmable overlay router in Sect. 4.3.
3. Provider-Managed Overlay
Through above sections, the need of eﬃcient relay process-
ing and sophisticated networks are discussed. For future net-
works, eﬃcient network-resource utilization and coordina-
tion between networks and applications will be desired. In
this section, we describe a network service model that we
consider for future networks.
To achieve the eﬃcient utilization of limited network
resources inside NSP networks, it can be considered that
distributed applications exchange data on NSP platforms,
which provide advanced relay processing as high-valued ad-
ditional services. In such a service model, distributed ap-
plications can actively use advanced relay functions on de-
mand, hence they can leave a part of the information pro-
cessing functions to NSPs. Furthermore, NSPs can con-
trol their resources flexibly if they can cooperate with dis-
tributed applications, which leads to a potential to improve
network eﬃciency. In this paper, we call such a service
model “provider-managed overlay networks.” In these net-
works, NSPs construct overlay networks, and they provide
these networks (platforms) to distributed applications and/or
general users. If applications can improve their performance
by provider-managed overlay networks, they obtain an in-
centive to cooperate with NSPs. In turn, NSPs can optimize
resource consumption on the assumption that distributed ap-
plications use their network.
3.1 Network Model
In this section, we describe a network model of provider-
managed overlay networks (Fig. 1). In this model, overlay
nodes are located as in-network processing nodes that can
provide advanced relay processing rather than simple IP-
forwarding processing. These nodes are assumed to be par-
tially located on IP networks (underlay networks), and they
construct their overlay networks over the underlay networks.
Fig. 1 Provider-managed overlay networks.
Provider-managed overlay networks can be provided
as several types of services: transparent services for users,
transparent services for applications, explicit services with
certain interfaces for users, and explicit services with certain
interfaces for applications. Therefore, provider-managed
overlay networks can provide various types of services ac-
cording to the demands of their users. In particular, the in-
network processing nodes inside the networks can provide
the processing required for numerous distributed applica-
tions. They can be considered as middleboxes because they
handle IP packets with advanced relay processing. They
also provide various kinds of advanced relay to cooperate
with each other.
3.2 Application Examples
On the assumption that routers possess high-performance
functionality, traﬃc engineering to improve network utiliza-
tion and stability has been studied. In our research group,
a flow-based routing scheme [36] and a packet early discard
scheme [37] have been considered for delay-sensitive appli-
cation flows. In general, temporal and spatial resource opti-
mization has been actively studied, e.g., rate and retransmis-
sion controls on multi-path routing, network coding, com-
pression, and/or data caching. These methods transparently
provide their functions to users, and to applications in many
cases. In some cases, the in-network processing nodes lo-
cated at the edge of a network serve as gateways.
Provider-managed overlay networks can be used in ef-
ficient information-exchange services for large-scale, many-
to-many communications, while the current Internet cannot
eﬃciently support such services well. These services in-
clude multicast, anycast, many-to-one, and many-to-many
communications. These technologies have been studied in
the research areas of application layer multicast (ALM), grid
computing, sensor networks, and network coding (Fig. 2 (a))
among others.
Provider-managed overlay networks can provide high-
value additional services. In this model, in-network process-
ing nodes process incoming packets distributively and hier-
archically. In our research group, we proposed an adaptive
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(a) Network coding
(b) Adaptive packet compression
(c) Distributed XML processing
Fig. 2 Example schemes enabled by in-network processing nodes.
packet compression scheme [22] in which each special node
located in a network compresses incoming packets depend-
ing on its output queue length (i.e., congestion degree) adap-
tively, as depicted in Fig. 2 (b). We also proposed an adap-
tive TCP connection split scheme [38] in which each special
node adaptively splits a TCP connection for avoiding heavy
congestion. Moreover, we studied a distributed XML pro-
cessing scheme based on in-network processing [39]–[41].
In this scheme, special nodes distributively parse XML mes-
sages, so that the receivers can partly omit parse processing
when they receive content data (Fig. 2 (c)).
4. Advanced Relay Node Platform
For evaluating and improving a proposed in-network pro-
cessing scheme, simulation-based performance analyses are
not enough and experimental analyses and evaluation us-
ing a prototype implementation are vital. This is be-
cause an in-network processing often involves an adaptive
inter-work among networks, computational, and storage re-
sources, which prevents an adequate modeling for perfor-
mance bottleneck estimation. Therefore, to make proof-of-
concept testing faster, we have developed an advanced re-
lay node platform running on Linux and oﬀ-the-shelf PC,
by which a variety of advanced relay processing can eas-
ily be proto-typed and tested. The implementation in this
study is not limited to certain types of relay processing, and
it can provide arbitrary relay processing such as schemes
described in Sect. 3.2.
Fig. 3 Conceptual design of advanced relay nodes.
4.1 Conceptual Design
First, we describe a conceptual design of advanced relay
nodes. Advanced relay nodes provide advanced relay pro-
cessing to incoming packets and/or flows before they trans-
mit the packets to the next nodes. To easily and quickly de-
velop various adaptive network services with advanced relay
processing, we consider that implementations at a userland
space is more suitable than that at a kernel space. In the user-
land space, complicated processing can be implemented us-
ing useful libraries and tools without constraints in the ker-
nel space. Therefore, in this paper, we develop advanced re-
lay nodes on Linux OS and implement advanced relay func-
tions on kernel and userland programs. This approach can
easily and flexibly provide various kinds of advanced relay
processing. Note that, ideally, they need high-speed pro-
cessing to avoid performance degradation in terms of packet
relay. For implementation in practical use, advanced packet
processing can be implemented in kernels of computers, em-
bedded chips, or programmable hardware, such as the field
programmable gate array (FPGA) [32].
Figure 3 shows a design overview of advanced relay
nodes. They can capture (hook) arbitrary packets at the ker-
nel using flexible filtering rules, and can provide arbitrary
processing at userland programs. Finally, they relay the pro-
cessed packets to other nodes.
4.2 System Design
Advanced relay nodes consist of the following several li-
braries and application program interfaces (APIs), as de-
picted in Fig. 4. The nfnetlink library [42] and netfil-
ter queue library [43] can move hooked packets to userland
programs. The rtnetlink library [44] provides the statistics
of the network interface and input/output queues to userland
programs. The integrated interfaces are used to move pack-
ets between the kernel and userland programs.
We develop packet-hook functions at the kernel to in-
tegrate the advanced relay processing framework and ipt-
ables [45], which provides packet-filtering functions. The
packet-filtering policy can be flexibly changed based on the
iptables filtering rule. After the filtering rule matches, the
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Fig. 4 System design of advanced relay nodes.
Fig. 5 Configuration example of advanced relay nodes.
incoming packets are hooked, and they are moved to user-
land programs using NFQUEUE (netfiler queue).
The advanced relay nodes can hook incoming packets
at five certain timings as defined in iptables. In the PRE-
ROUTING/POSTROUTING timing, they hook packets be-
fore/after the routing processing at the kernel. In the FOR-
WARD timing, they hook packets when they forward these
packets to other links. Moreover, in the INPUT/OUTPUT
timing, they hook packets when they receive/send packets
to or from themselves. For example, the rules of (1) pack-
ets entered from the network interface eth0 are moved to
a userland program associated with NFQUEUE 0, and (2)
packets entered from the network interface eth1 are moved
to a userland program associated with NFQUEUE 1, which
can be set as described in Fig. 5. Any filtering rules based
on the iptables syntax can be set at advanced relay nodes.
Figure 6 shows packet processing in advanced relay
nodes. When a packet arrives at advanced relay nodes, it en-
ters a queue called nfq if it matches the iptables filtering rule
in phase 1. Then, in phase 2, the filtered packet is hooked
and moved to a userland program through the NETLINK
socket (nfq interfaces). The hooked packet is copied and
stored at the corresponding NFQUEUE associated with the
userland program in phase 3. After the packet is processed
at the userland program in phase 4, the packet returns to
the kernel in phase 5. The packet returned from the user-
land program is discarded (DROP) or accepted (ACCEPT),
based on the indication from the userland program in phase
6. Finally, the accepted packet is forwarded, based on the IP
routing in phase 7.
Figure 7 represents the pseudocode of advanced relay
processing. In advanced relay nodes, multiple userland pro-
grams can be independently launched. Packets filtered at the
kernel are moved to the userland programs with the infor-
mation in NFQUEUE. The advanced relay framework calls
Fig. 6 Packet processing in advanced relay nodes.
Fig. 7 Pseudocode of arbitrary processing in advanced relay nodes.
the corresponding callback function based on the number of
NFQUEUE. The userland program provides advanced re-
lay processing to a hooked packet, and then it returns the
packet to the kernel with signals (THROUGH or MODIFY
as ACCEPT, and DROP).
4.3 Qualitative Comparison
In this section, we show eﬀectiveness of the advanced relay
node platform through qualitative comparison. The aim of
the advanced relay node platform is similar to that of other
studies described in Sect. 2. We compare the advanced relay
node platform with these studies qualitatively using applica-
tion examples described in Fig. 2.
Click router has many useful function modules for cus-
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tomizing behaviors of routers and prepares APIs for devel-
oping new modules. Click router performs on kernel space
basically, and it can perform on userland space for debug-
ging purpose, while the proposed platform mainly focuses
on userland processing for its flexibility. In Click router, if
there are no suitable modules and suitable APIs for special
in-network processing, developers need to create new mod-
ules and APIs with programming on kernel space. In a case
that developers attempt to develop application examples in
Fig. 2, the adaptive compression scheme is diﬃcult to be de-
veloped based on programming manner of Click router be-
cause statistics information of output queue is diﬃcult to be
obtained.
OpenFlow is capable of flexible route control because
a centralized controller determines route for all traﬃc flows.
On the other hand, OpenFlow is not capable of complex in-
network processing, so that OpenFlow is diﬃcult to be used
for application examples in Fig. 2. However, OpenFlow can
be used for route control in the application examples, i.e.,
it can deliver certain traﬃc flows to in-network processing
nodes.
Programmable overlay router has useful functions for
applications. This router is correnspond to explicit services
described in Sect. 3.1. Application developers can control
this router for their applications through APIs. Examples of
functions are distributed hash table, caching, streaming traf-
fic support. This router can be used for explicit services such
as Fig. 2 (c) because explicit APIs for cooperation between
routers and applications are provided to developers. On the
other hand, this router is diﬃcult to be used for transparent
services such as Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b).
Using the advanced relay node platform, developers
can develop in-network processing functions on userland
space without programming on kernel space. Moreover,
the developers can obtain statistics information from kernel
space at userland space through the interface described in
Fig. 4. Therefore, they can quickly and easily develop novel
in-network processing functions from scratch.
5. Experimental Evaluation
In this evaluation, to show the advantages of the advanced
relay framework, we investigate the performance of the re-
lay processing speed in the advanced relay nodes and the
eﬀect of advanced relay processing in the nodes. For an
implementation environment in real computers, we imple-
ment the advanced relay framework on Linux OS. The
implementation environment is listed below. We use Cen-
tOS Linux [46] on a personal computer with CPU of Intel
Pentium 4 Processor 3.00 GHz and RAM of 1.0 GB. Infor-
mation regarding the software and libraries we employ is
listed below: CentOS 5.3 with Linux kernel 2.6.27.53 [46],
nfnetlink 0.0.41 [42], netfilter queue 0.0.17 [43], iptables
1.3.5 [45].
Fig. 8 Preliminary scenario.
5.1 Preliminary Evaluation
In this evaluation, we show the performance of relay pro-
cessing speed in advanced relay nodes. Because the ad-
vanced relay node framework enables the kernel and user-
land spaces to cooperate with each other, we investigate the
overhead of userland processing.
5.1.1 Experimental Procedure
First, we explain the experimental procedure. In this pre-
liminary evaluation, the advanced relay nodes hook the in-
coming packets using the advanced relay framework, but
they perform no advanced processing at a userland space. In
other words, they simply move the incoming packets from
the kernel space to the userland space and return the packets
from the userland space to the kernel space. Therefore, this
experimental procedure eliminates extrinsic factors.
Figure 8 shows a network topology of this experiment.
All links are of 1 Gb/s, so that we can easily investigate any
bottlenecks. The source node transmits UDP packets using
the traﬃc generator iperf [47] to the destination node over a
10-second period, in order to measure throughput. We vary
the transmission rate of iperf. Information on the software
and libraries we employ is listed below: iperf 2.0.4 [47].
5.1.2 Preliminary Results
Figure 9 shows the results of the preliminary experiments.
These experiments investigate the impact on throughput,
and are calculated from the average values and 95% con-
fidence interval (CI) of 20 experiments.
Figure 9 (a) shows the the impact of the transmission
rate (bit per second). The x-axis represents the transmission
bit rate of iperf. The packet size is set to 1,500 Bytes, includ-
ing the headers as a fixed value. As the transmission rate
increases, the throughput also increases linearly. However,
in the range over 140 Mb/s transmission rate, the through-
put cannot reach the value of the transmission rate. Note
that, in this experiment, the actual transmission rate exceeds
the setting transmission rate because of the granularity of
the packet-transmission interval time of the traﬃc genera-
tor iperf, e.g., 100 Mb/s transmission rate vs. 100.4 Mb/s
throughput.
Figure 9 (b) shows the impact of the transmission rate
(packet per second). The x-axis represents the transmission
packet rate of iperf. The bit rate is set to 100 Mb/s as a fixed
value. Even if the transmission rate increases, the through-
put remains 100 Mb/s. However, in the range over approxi-
mately 12,000 packet/s transmission rate, the throughput de-
creases.
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(a) Impact of transmission rate (bit per second)
(b) Impact of transmission rate (packet per second)
Fig. 9 Preliminary results.
These results shows that the advanced relay nodes can
relay incoming packets with links in the 100 Mb/s environ-
ment, although they involve overhead with a high traﬃc
load. To improve the relay performance, high-performance
computers should be used. In future work, the implementa-
tion will be more sophisticated, because the advanced relay
framework has been implemented on normal computers in
this study.
5.2 Implementation of Advanced Relay Processing
In the preliminary evaluation, we showed the performance
of the advanced relay node platform without any advanced
relay processing at a userland space. In this section, as
an example of advanced relay processing, we implement
the adaptive packet compression scheme [22] described in
Sect. 3.2 using the advanced relay node platform. This
scheme has already been proven to be eﬀective through sim-
ulation evaluations.
First, we explain the adaptive packet-compression
scheme that is performed on the advanced relay nodes. This
scheme selectively compresses an incoming packet based on
its waiting time in the output queue during a period of con-
gestion. Specifically, this scheme compresses a packet only
if the following inequality is satisfied:
W ≥ C − (1 − R) · S
B
,
Fig. 10 Design of adaptive packet compression scheme.
where W, C, S , B, and R represent the waiting time in the re-
lay queue, the compression processing time, the packet size,
the output-link bandwidth, and the compression ratio, re-
spectively. The values of C and R are parameters and others
are given values. If we change parameters of compression,
e.g., compression algorithm and compression level, we can
adjust values of C and R.
Note that the adaptive packet-compression scheme is
corresponding to transparent services for users and applica-
tions described in Sect. 3.1. Therefore, this scheme is not
aware of applicataion characteristics. To further improve ef-
fect of this scheme, we can consider that this scheme coop-
erates with applications. For example, if this scheme knows
application characteristics, we can choose suitable values of
C and R for certain applications.
Figure 10 shows an overview of the adaptive packet-
compression scheme. This scheme appropriately selects
computational or network resources based on the congestion
at the output link. This scheme has a likely chance to com-
press an arrival packet while the packet awaits departure.
This compression strategy improves network performance.
For the implementation of the adaptive packet com-
pression scheme, we can use various programming libraries
in terms of data compression. Therefore, when the advanced
relay nodes hook incoming packets, they can easily com-
press and decompress packets using these libraries. In this
experiments, we use LZO library described later in experi-
mental evaluation.
5.3 Experimental Evaluation
To show the eﬀectiveness of advanced relay processing, we
perform experiments using real computers. In this evalua-
tion of advanced relay processing, we use the implementa-
tion of the adaptive packet compression scheme described
in Sect. 5.2.
5.3.1 Experimental Procedure
Figure 11 depicts the network topology of this experiment.
The buﬀer size of the advanced relay nodes is 1,000 packets
(default configuration on CentOS). The source node trans-
mits the UDP packets using the traﬃc generator iperf [47]
and transmits the ICMP packets using the administration
utility ping [48] to the destination node over a 10-second
period, in order to measure throughput and packet loss ra-
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tio, round trip delay time, and jitter, respectively. The
packet size of these protocols is set to 1,500 and 84 Bytes,
respectively, based on the default value in ping, includ-
ing the size of the IP headers. The transmitted packets
pass through the compression node and are adaptively com-
pressed at this node. After the packets pass through the de-
compression node and are decompressed (if they are com-
pressed), they arrive at the destination node. Regarding
compression, the actual compression ratio of the UDP pack-
ets is approximately 0.95 (i.e., 5% data reduction). The
values of the parameters C and R in the adaptive packet-
compression scheme are set to 20 µs and 0.95. Informa-
tion on the software and libraries we employ is listed below:
LZO 2.03 [49] as the compression library, inetutils 1.8 [48],
and iperf 2.0.4 [47].
5.3.2 Experimental Results
Figure 12 shows the experimental results. In these ex-
Fig. 11 Experimental scenario.
(a) Throughput (b) Packet loss ratio
(c) Round trip time (d) Jitter
Fig. 12 Experimental results.
periments, we examine the throughput, packet loss ratio,
and round trip time as performance indices. These re-
sults are calculated from the average values and 95% con-
fidence interval (CI) of 20 experiments. The x-axes repre-
sent the setting value of the transmission rate. In Fig. 12 (a),
the throughput of no-compression is suppressed at approx-
imately 95.6 Mb/s, while that of adaptive compression in-
creases and approaches approximately 100.7 Mb/s (i.e., an
increase by 5.3%). In Fig. 12 (b), the packet loss ratio of no-
compression increases when the transmission rate exceeds
96 Mb/s, while that of adaptive compression does not oc-
cur in the case of under 100 Mb/s transmission rate. In
Fig. 12 (c), the adaptive compression can suppress its de-
lay time in comparison with the no-compression. Finally,
in Fig. 12 (d), the result is similar to that of round trip time.
These results conclude that the advanced relay, i.e., adaptive
use of resources, can improve performance.
5.3.3 Experimental Results with Real-Time Applications
Figure 13 depicts the network topology of this experiment.
The sender nodes transmit UDP packets using the traf-
fic generator iperf at the transmission rate of 70 Mb/s and
the digital video transport system (DVTS) at the transmis-
sion rate of 30 Mb/s, respectively. The transmitted packets
pass through the compression node and are adaptively com-
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Fig. 13 Demonstration scenario.
(a) Result without adaptive packet
compression
(b) Result with adaptive packet
compression
Fig. 14 Experimental result with real-time applications.
pressed at this node. After the packets pass through the de-
compression node and are decompressed (if they are com-
pressed), they arrive at the receiver nodes. Information on
the software and libraries we employ is listed below: iperf
2.0.4 [47], and DVTS 0.0.2 [50]. Regarding information in
terms of DVTS, we use default values as follows: resolution
is 720x480 pixel, frame rate is 29.97 frame/s, and packet
size is 1400 Bytes. Moreover, DVTS is not capable of any
loss recovery mechanisms (e.g., retransmission, error recov-
ery).
Figure 14 shows the captured screens of the result.
When the relay nodes provide a simple relay function, i.e.,
when IP forwarding, congestion and packet loss occur, the
video image is distorted by occurrences of block-noise con-
tinually during the video image is transmitted, as shown
in Fig. 14 (a). In this case, as implied in Fig. 12 (b), the
packet loss ratio is approximately 0.04. On the other hand,
when the relay nodes provide an advanced relay function,
i.e., when the adaptive packet compression, congestion and
packet loss are significantly alleviated, the video image is
high quality without block-noise, as shown in Fig. 14 (b). In
this case, as implied in Fig. 12 (b), the packet loss ratio is
zero.
6. Concluding Remarks
The reconsideration of the coordination and partitioning of
functions between internal-networks (providers) and end-
hosts with applications (users) has emerged and has been
actively discussed by many researchers worldwide. In this
paper, we have first discussed the need and feasibility of
flexible and adaptive network services. In particular, we de-
scribed the importance of advanced relay processing that at-
tempts to eﬃciently utilize limited resources by the dynamic
resource optimization. We have then design the advanced
relay node platform to easily and quickly implement and
test a variety of adaptive network services based on not only
per-flow but also per-packet processing, which enables to
experimentally evaluate the feasibility of new ideas of the
services. A key feature of the proposed platform is that inte-
gration between kernel and userland spaces enables to eas-
ily develop various adaptive network services. On the top
of the advanced relay node platform, we have implemented
and tested the adaptive packet compression scheme that we
previously proposed. Finally, through experimental evalua-
tion using real computers, we have shown the feasibility of
both the developed platform and the adaptive packet com-
pression. We will enhance the proposed platform for more
high-speed processing.
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